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Auto req ID 20555BR

Job Title UX-UI Designer

Job Type Full Time

CBS Business Unit CBS Interactive

Sub-Business
Unit

CBSi CBS Entertainment

Location CA-Los Angeles

About Us

CBS Interactive, a division of CBS Corporation, is the premier online content
network for information and entertainment. With more than 250 million
people visiting its properties each month, it is a top 10 Web property globally
and a top 5 Web property in the U.S. in terms of unique video viewers. Its
portfolio of leading brands, which include CNET, CBS.com, CBSNews.com,
CBSSports.com, GameSpot, TV.com and Last.fm, span popular categories like
technology, entertainment, sports, news and gaming.

Job Description CBS Digital Platforms, a division of CBS Interactive, is seeking an experienced
UX Designer that can think creatively and conceptually using UX best practices
to build cutting edge cross-platform interactive entertainment products for
some of televisions’ most popular shows like NCIS, Big Bang Theory, and
Survivor.  The person in this position will be responsible for working with
stakeholders and driving the user experience of products for core CBS DP
initiatives and features across desktop and mobile.

Work with product teams to grow early concepts into engaging user
experiences
Create interaction models, mockups, wireframes, and layouts that promote
ease of use and optimize how consumers interact with all new products and
features
Prepare prototypes for the new product applications and features
Create visual components for the mobile screens
Analyze analytics and qualitative data from user research and iterate product
Complete trend landscaping and competitive analysis 
 

Required
Qualifications

Extremely motivated and detail-oriented individual who is energized by big
challenges
Excellent communication and interpersonal skills
Extremely knowledgeable and on the cutting edge of interactive desktop,
mobile web, and mobile applications
Solid understanding of user interaction design tools and technique
Experience creating sitemaps, user flows, wireframes, prototypes and
necessary functional/user experience documentation.  
3+ years of experience in UX for large scale cross platform applications.  
Ability to work well under pressure and manage multiple tasks simultaneously
Proficient in MS Office, including MS Project, Excel and Powerpoint or iWorks
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Suite (Keynote), Viso, Omnigraffle, Axure, Balsamiq or other tool for
wireframing. 
Familiar with analytics tools such as Google Analytics and Omniture.  Familiar
with XML, HTML, and PhotoShop.  
Experience working with Flurry, AdMarvel, Omniture, DART, thePlatform or
comparable systems is a plus.
Knowledge of iOS, Android, Windows, and Windows Phone 8, and Blackberry
10 platforms.  Experience working with project management processes and
systems such as Agile, JIRA, and Asana
Must successfully pass a background check

In addition, CBS will be guided by applicable federal, state and local laws when
considering for employment qualified applicants with criminal histories.
 

EEO Statement Equal Opportunity Employer Minorities/Women/Veterans/Disabled
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